
The Nuclear Heritage Network is an informal international alliance of antinuclear activists. We want to support each

other, exchange information and share resources to strengthen the antinuclear struggles worldwide. The Nuclear

Heritage Network is a platform for activists providing tools and means for antinuclear activities. It also aims to connect

activists with each other and with experts, organizers and other multipliers.

This form will help us to connect with you and to give you an overview of tools and projects of the international network.

Your contact information

________________________________ ________________________________
name email address

________________________________ ________________________________
phone number country, postal address (optional)

________________________________ ________________________________
organization (optional) main field of interest (optional)

Get connected
The main tool to be connected with other activists within the Nuclear Heritage Network is an email mailing list. This

mailing list is supposed to discuss network activities and to share information about activities of activists of the network.

□ I want to subscribe the "nuclearheritage" mailing list.

NukeNews
The NukeNews are a multilingual system of newsletters made by antinuclear activists from several countries to inform

other activists and the interested public about atomic policies and developments in their regions, about antinuclear

campaigns and actions, and to spread the word about topics they are working on. The email newsletters are released

every three months. Find out more online at http://NukeNews.NuclearHeritage.NET  and select the language versions

you want to subscribe:

□ Czech □ English □ French □ Finnish □ German □ Lithuanian □ Russian □ Slovenian

The NukeNews are a join in project  we are looking for people to provide the newsletter with short news about topics

they are working on, who continuously support with translations or want to start a new language version. Tell us if you can

help with something:

□ translation support: __________________ □ contribution of messages to the NukeNews

(language) □ start new language version: _______________

(language)

Join the international
Nuclear Heritage

Network



Multilingual flyers
One intension of the Nuclear Heritage Network is to support your local antinuclear work. Together with local groups or

individuals we produce simple flyers in A4 format (see the last page to get an overview on some examples, or check

http://material.NuclearHeritage.NET) in several languages. The basic versions we produce will be published in English

and in the local language. Step by step we try to create other language versions.

□ I have an idea for a new flyer, please contact me to produce it. Topic: ______________________________

□ I want to translate an existing flyer: ___________________________ new language: ________________

Translation project
Connected to our international work many materials, articles and texts need to be translated into different languages. We

appreciate your translation support or if you want to proofread text.

Please tell us how you can help: (mark the directions you can translate)

□ translation ______________ </> ______________ □ translation ______________ </> ______________

□ translation ______________ </> ______________ □ translation ______________ </> ______________

□ proofreading of text in ________________ language □ proofreading of text in ________________ language

Activities
In this section we offer you to tell us if you are interested in certain international events activists of the Nuclear Heritage

Network are involved to. We will then connect you to the organizers of these activities to join them. Some events are

bigger (e.g. the Castor protests in Germany), in this case we would connect you to groups focussing on activities with

foreign activists. You find more information about actions and projects on the network's website.

Several projects and actions were results of network gatherings or other events of the Nuclear Heritage Network. The

"Olkiluoto Blockade" in Finland was initiated by the network, and became one of the most important gatherings of anti

nuclear activists throughout Finland taking place since 2010 every year and with international participation. In 2010 a two

months campaign, the "Baltic Sea Info Tour", took place in 10 countries around the Baltic Sea with a number of street

actions, information events and local networking gatherings. An international project with activists of the Nuclear Heritage

Network involved to was also the "Ranua Rescue" project to campaign against uranium mining attempts in northern

Finland. 2011 we were coordinators for the international guests of the Castor protests in Germany.

Select the activities you are interested in:

□ Olkiluoto Blockade (FIN) □ Aldermaston Blockade (UK) □ Uranium Action Day

□ Castor protests against high level nuclear waste transports to Gorleben (D)

□ Walk For A Nuclear Free Future (USA, CA, J) □ Hinkley Point actions & blockades (UK)

□ Campaign against Uranium industry in Finland □ Stop Kola Nuclear Power Plant! (RUS)

Support international anti-nuclear networking!
All activities of the Nuclear Heritage Network are based on unpaid contributions of commited people and activists. Usually

we don't have big budgets for the costs connected to printing materials, organizing gatherings or traveling to international

events. Instead, we can organize these activities because groups and individuals are sharing some of their resources

with each other. For example some organizations provide infrastructure or take over costs of certain events or actions. Or

someone offers to print/copy materials for free. The networking requires some cash, anyway. Thus, we appreciate much

any contribution you can make to support this work.

□ I will to donate for... □ the basic work of the network □ a specific campaign/project

□ I want to support the network by sharing following resources: ____________________________________

□ I can help in a different way: ____________________________________

For your donations we can provide you with a taxdeductible donation receipt. Just tell us if you need it.

Bank account information
account holder: Greenkids e.V.; bank: GLS Bank; IBAN: DE75 4306 0967 1101 7406 00; BIC: GENO DE M 1 GLS;
purpose: "Nuclear Heritage Network".



Network community website
The website of the Nuclear Heritage Network is based on the same software like "Wikipedia"  activists can create user

accounts and edit pages or add contents. To apply a user account you follow the link "Log in / create account" in the right

corner of the top of the website. There you can request an account by filling the form.

On the Nuclear Heritage Network website we provide some "country pages" started and updated by activists from these

regions providing background information and contacts. Our website also attempts to provide an overview of upcoming

events in several countries of the world, a platform to reach media, many materials to spread the word about atomic

topics, several mailing lists and newsletters and a huge gallery of photos from actions and nuclear facilities free for use in

your antinuclear work. Besides that, there are some project and special topic pages hosted on the network website. Add

your contents, upcoming events, action photos or use the website to spread the word about your antinuclear work!

Find out more at http://nuclearheritage.net.

□ I want to start a new country page or project page: ________________________________________

Networking gatherings
Every half a year, at least once a year, we aim to organize an international networking gathering to get to know each

other, share knowedge about the atomic situation in our regions and on specific topics, and organize mutial activities with

each other.

□ Invite me to the next network gathering. □ I want to help to organize the next network gathering.

□ I would like to invite to an international network gathering in my region  please contact me to arrange that.

Atomic Threats Around The Baltic Sea
This is the name of a project of activists of the Baltic Sea region. It is the result of the 2010 "Stop Nuclear Power  Baltic

Sea Info Tour", and investigates on atomic facilities and activities in the watershed of the Baltic Sea. A webbased

database will gather information about all nuclear plants and projects in this region, provide contacts to groups opposing

them and list resources for more information. Eventually we will produce a book, an encyclopedia on the atomic facilities

around the Baltic Sea in the past, of today and which have been proposed by the nuclear lobby, providing all the

information collected on our website. The project also will include information events, an exhibition and gatherings with

other activists of the region. Learn more: http://NuclearBaltic.nuclearheritage.net

We need your support to investigate on atomic issues in your region, to take pictures of the facilities, to translate text, to

layout the book and to distribute it to antinuclear activists and the interested public.

□ I am interested in the project. Keep me informed. □ I want to subscribe the project mailing list.

□ I will help to investigate on following subjects: _________________________________________________

□ Arrange an information event in my region. □ Please invite me to the project meetings.

□ I want to help with the following contributions: _________________________________________________

Network Office
The International Network Office is focusing on nuclear issues, but also open for networking in other political fields. It's

supposed to help to connect antinuclear activists internationally with others working in the same fields, to support if they

are looking for experts or speakers on certain topics or to develop cooperation in mutual campaigns, projects and actions.

A second aim is to provide multilingual outreach material on the topics of antinuclear activists and groups to spread the

word internationally and to support the local efforts of people fighting nuclear power.

Now we are looking for people to volunteer with the network office. Activities are the communication with antinuclear

groups, activists and interested people internationally to connect them with each other, to help them to find speakers for

events or experts on certain topics. It's also about coordinating and helping with the production of multilingual outreach

material to promote local antinuclear topics. Another field is the coordination or preparation of gatherings for networking

personally and to stay in touch and exchange with each other. Learn more: http://office.NuclearHeritage.NET

□ I want to help to support the International Network Office. I can help with: ___________________________

□ I would like to volunteer with the Network Office. Please contact me.



Spread the word
To support local antinuclear struggles, we produce multilingual flyers on topics activists work on. Besides that we

published some materials providing background information. You can order here copies of these materials. Tick the boxes

of the materials you want, and write the number of flyers to the form field if we shall send you more than one copy.

Remember to tell us your address on the first page to allow us to send you the materials.

We ask you to donate the mentioned amount to cover our costs. In case you can't afford this, you can offer what you

would like to pay. You can also download all the materials from http://material.NuclearHeritage.NET.

URANIUM:

Uranium  A Deadly Material: (A4, twosided)

□ English: ___ □ Finnish: ___ □ German: ___ □ Russian: ___ (70 Cents/10 copies)

Protest post cards against uranium mining in Finland (to design yourself): (A6, onesided)

□ English: ___ □ Finnish: ___ □ German: ___ □ Swedish: ___ (25 Cents/10 copies)

FINAL DISPOSAL SITES:

Gorleben (D): (A4, twosided)

□ English: ___ □ German: ___ (70 Cents/10 copies)

ASSE (D): (twosided)

□ English: ___ □ German: ___ (70 Cents/10 copies)

Schacht KONRAD (D): (twosided)

□ English: ___ □ German: ___ (70 Cents/10 copies)

Morsleben (D): (twosided)

□ English: ___ □ German: ___ (70 Cents/10 copies)

Switzerland: (twosided)

□ English: ___ □ German: ___ (70 Cents/10 copies)

OTHER SITES:

La Hague Nuclear Complex (F): (twosided)

□ English: ___ □ French: ___ □ German: ___ (70 Cents/10 copies)

Kola NPP (RUS): (sticker)

□ Russian: ___ (50 Cents/copy)

NETWORK:

DVD "Antinuclear Resistance": (contains documentaries, photos and flyers on antinuclear resistance)

□ multilingual; you can copy it yourself (5 Euros/DVD)

Atomic Scream: (sticker) □ English: ___ (25 Cents/20 copies)

(poster, A2) □ English: ___ (20 Cents/copy)

Network sheet: (A4, foursided)

□ English: ___ (25 Cents/copy)

COSTS OF SHIPMENT: depending on countries and size of package between 1.50 Euros and 16 Euros.

TOTAL: (please calculate the costs, or, if you can't afford it, offer the amount you want to pay) _____________ Euros

Information events
We offer presentations on certain topics. An uptodate list of available presentations (and more information on them) can

be found on our website http://materials.NuclearHeritage.NET. If you are interested in a topic, tell us when (roughly or

concretely) you want to arrange the information event. Usually the precondition is that you make sure that travel costs will

be refunded and the speaker will be accommodated locally.

□ The Nuclear Heritage Network □ Nuclear Situation in Germany □ Reactor Catastrophe in Chernobyl

□ Fukushima  Catastrophe Without End? □ Nuclear Waste Disposal Disaster in Germany

□ Final Repository Morsleben (Germany)  A Colllapsing Salt Mine in the Process of Closure

Dates and place for the information event: ___________________________________________________________

Contact information: Nuclear Heritage Network, Am Bärental 6, D04720 Döbeln, GERMANY

phone: +49 3431 5894177, email: contact@nuclearheritage.net, website: http://NuclearHeritage.NET




